
S TA R T S W I T H M E . C A

For Executives & HR Leaders who believe the well-being of their colleagues is good for business and helps to create a better world.
THAT ARE CONNECTED, EFFECTIVE AND PURPOSE DRIVEN.

CREATEMENTALLYHEALTHYTEAMS
HOW TO



We are a collection of people with a variety of personal experiences, academic and professional backgrounds. Our skill set contains organizational psychology, counselling psychology, political science, psychiatric nursing, and most importantly, we are human beings doing our best to embody our values and to be engaged and inspired by our work.

WHO ARE WE? S TA R T S W I T H M E . C A
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Featured multiple times in CBC the National News, Global National News, by the Canadian HR Reporter in The National Journal of Human Resource Management. Selected by  Arc’teryx as a Global Problem Solver, 2019 Exemplary practice award in mental health & student leadership from the TCDSB. Through our events, presentations and workshops, we’ve presented to  over 100,000 people and launched the first ever Mental Health Innovation Festival. 
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Ultimately, companies are faced with these 
problems, 

• Work quality suffers because of mental health 

issues. 

• The workplace cannot effectively manage mental 

health problems. 

• Leadership lacks the effective knowledge and 

training to integrate psychological safety & well-

being into the organizational structure.
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MENTAL HEALTH IN THE WORKPLACE 
In today’s economy, many companies are now charged with caring not only for the physical health of their employees but also their mental well-being. Current training for HR people in workplace mental health strategies is insufficient or non-existent. As a result, those charged with handling these issues lack the training required to create excellent outcomes for the organization and its employees. Mental Health problems are the number one cause of disability worldwide. No one is immune 

michael stroh
THE IMPORTANCE OF



COMMON MISTAKES Without proper guidance companies trying to address workplace mental health problems tend to fall into these traps; 
Nearly half of millennials & 75% of Gen Zs have left a job because of mental health reasons. That’s your workforce!
Canadians miss work because of poor mental health.  
Annual economic costs in CAD is at least $50 billion.
75%$51 billion,500 000/week
They think they need a big budget to get going or that they lack the human resources to implement the planThey think they can solve it through online training.They think education and awareness is enough to impact behaviour.They’re unaware of the profound impact on their human resources and untapped potential.
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WHAT IS A CONNECTED AND EFFECTIVE TEAM?
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Humans thrive in trusting environments. Admitting a mistake, speaking up about an idea or disagreeing with a boss are characteristics of connected and effective teams. Workplaces with a high-trust culture increase employee engagement, retention, performance, and promote individual and collective well-being. 

A connected and effective workplace encourages people to give their best effort, motivates them to think creatively, and cultivates an atmosphere for high achievement.



Attract, retain, and nurture top talent. Reduce absenteeism & increase the effectiveness of your HR/People leaders.Create an engaged, resilient, purpose driven and compassionate organization.Impress executive boards & shareholders.

S TA R T S W I T H M E . C AWHY DOES ITMATTER? BECAUSE YOU WILL,
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What is mental health in the workplace and how does it impact our organization?Looking at mental health KPI’S on the individual & organizational level. 1 Developing team connection and cohesion to navigate the innovation process.Corporate inventory of mental health processes and procedures. 2 3 Maintain patience and perseverance amidst the inevitable struggles of the change process. Implementing the plan. Begin tracking new KPI’s, measuring progress and iterating as needed.4 As the result of our transformation, we canshare our purpose driven gifts with the world.Be the change we wish to see in the world. An industry leader in workplace mental health excellence.5 S TA R T S W I T H M E . C A
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TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM 



HOW WE DO ITThe Five C’s of mentally healthyteams that are connected,effective and purpose driven.
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EACH STEP CONTAINS
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Leadership is not comfortable addressing mental health issues.Leadership doesn't walk the talk.Leadership lacks necessary training.Employees lack access to information and training.Disconnected & unmotivated employees who avoid responsibility.Employee expectations are unclear.Company employees aren’t encouraged to connect with external causes they care about. 
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CANADIAN WORKPLACESFROM STRUGGLE S TA R T S W I T H M E . C A
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People are provided training, tools and resources that support their ability to care for their mental health.People are provided training to empower themselves to respond to their colleagues distress. Personal responsibility is valued and promoted.People practice compassion and lead by example.People know that what’s good for others is also good for themselves.Company values are congruent with company behaviour.Company is an industry leader in mental health best practices.Company employees are connected to meaningful causes that contribute to the well-being of others.

STARTS WITH ME WORKPLACE TO SUCCESS S TA R T S W I T H M E . C A



Be courageous and show your employees and the world that you are serious about mental health.Be a trail blazer and create a workplace mental health strategy that can be emulated by others.Create a modern workplace that is contributing to the deep calling of young people to be part of the solution to address the world’s number one cause of disability.

 IF YOU BELIEVEThe well-being of your colleagues is good for business,That making mistakes is part of the learning process,That envisioning a better future can be embedded into company values,Being an industry leader in employee well-being is a valuable marker of success.IF YOU ARE READY TO 
THEN WE’RE READY TO DISCUSS HOW WE CANWORK WITH YOU TO CO-CREATE THE WORKPLACE OF THE FUTURE.

1 2Move from talking about it and to doing something about it.



NOTABLE MOMENTS 
In January 2020, We produced the first ever workplace mental health event at Amazon Head Office in Toronto. Chosen by Arc’teryx as one of their distinguished Global Problem Solvers for our work using design thinking to solve complex social problems.

Producers of the first Mental Health Festival that incorporates industry leaders, best practices in youth mental health, and is integrated into lesson plans and coursework for k-12 schools in Ontario.
Thanks so much for coming into our school, and for the wonderful presentation! The students were engaged  the  who le  t ime .Mike's ‘Starts With Me’ presentation felt very genuine. The students were receptive to Mike because he talked personally about his own struggles. Students found this relatable and could see that mental health problems can happen to anyone and more importantly, that they are not alone.

I have had numerous people stop me over the last couple of days to share how much they enjoyed your presentation. I think your message has resonated with more than a few people. Who I believe will help them personally.

        S TA R T S W I T H M E . C A
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JOIN USWE REVOLUTIONIZE MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION IN ONTARIO Our corporate work fully funds free mental health education for k-12 schools in Ontario
Starts With Me was a huge encouragement and provided the stepping blocks and pathway for myself as a teacher to seek opportunities to educate my students about mental health and well-being. Starts With Me interactively involved students to experience what the meaning of mental health is to them. I was able to then collaborate with Michael to create my course’s first Project Based Learning opportunity, where students created personal artifacts and reflection pieces about what mental health means to them and share it both within the school community and to the public with Starts With Me’s State Of Mind Festival.
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it’s clear that this work is meaningful to you. We would love to connect and assess if we might be a good fit for each other by understanding more about your organization.Book an introductory meeting in our calendar using this link or let us know if you have any questions. 
IF YOU’VE MADE IT THIS FAR

hello@startswithme.ca 

PLEASE FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA FOR LATEST UPDATES



The workplace mental health readiness scorecardGive yourself 1 point for every box you check off!
Our workplace tracks mental health key performance indicators (KPI) for all employees?Our senior leadership is supportive of workplace mental health initiatives?Our workplace has clearly defined organizational values?Our workplace has an Employee Assistance Plan (EAP) or Employee and Family Assistance Plan (EFAP)?Our workplace has employee benefits that include access to mental health services?Our workplace has delivered mental health training to leadership?Our workplace has delivered mental health training to employees?Our workplace has an employee training budget for mental health & well-being?Our workplace health and safety committee includes the domain of mental health?Our workplace actively supports (monetary or volunteer) causes our employees care about?

SCORECARDBECOMING A LEADERIN WORKPLACE MENTAL HEALTH 
S TA R T S W I T H M E . C A
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